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MARKETING - The business of dentistry is more competitive than ever. An understanding of
marketing will help you conquer this challenge. It All Starts With MARKETING—201 Marketing
Tips for Growing a Dental Practice shares ideas, experiences and strategies to gain new
patients and grow your practice. It will serve as a useful resource for the dental
professional.PATIENTS - With attention to your patients, their experience in your office, and the
things they love, the doctor and team implement a strong internal marketing system and can
make ideal dental care more available than ever before.COMMUNITY - By building a unique
brand and participating in community events, new patients discover you, get to know you and
learn your story. Public relations is an external marketing method that should be considered for
the exposure, name recognition, trust, and credibility that it gives you.RELATIONSHIPS -
Professional dental and medical relationships are built on trust by education, communication
and participation, as well as giving of yourself to others and producing excellent dental results.
Never underestimate the external marketing effectiveness of expressing acknowledgement,
appreciation, kindness and love.Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca is a Clinical Adjunct Professor of
Orthodontics at the Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry, University of the Pacific, where she
speaks on practice management topics including marketing, teamwork, treatment coordination,
customer service, management systems and human resource management. She was a
marketing speaker at the 2011 and 2012 American Association of Orthodontists (AAO) Annual
Sessions. Formerly a faculty member at UCSF School of Dentistry, she has received teaching
awards from UCSF and University of the Pacific Dental Schools.Dr. Gorczyca is a Diplomate of
the American Board of Orthodontics and is in private practice in Antioch, California. She lives in
Northern California. This is her first book.



Praise for It All Starts with Marketing“Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca is a class-act orthodontist all
around. In her book, she shows it well with clever tips, proven methods of patient care, and ideas
to assist in overall dental excellence all so generously shared here to help others become more
successful and to WOW! their patients. She has gathered together many ‘extras’ one can do in
the daily business of dentistry to influence and please patients, their families, their referring
specialists and the community at large. What a gift to a new doctor wanting to generate happy
patients and future referrals.”Rosemary Bray,Speaker, Trainer and Consultant to the Dental and
Orthodontic Profession“What an incredible resource for dental GP’s and specialists alike.
Marketing is an essential ingredient for every dental practice in today’s marketplace. This book
fills the knowledge gap that most of us have on how to successfully market and attract new
patients.” Lee Ann Brady D.M.D.,Speaker, Dentist, Desert Sun Smiles, Glendale, Arizona“The
world of dentistry has become increasingly competitive over the past decade as marketing
strategies become more and more sophisticated. Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has answered the
need for a straight-forward, common-sense approach to marketing that any dentist can
implement easily and successfully. This publication deserves the attention of all who want to
continue to grow and thrive in today’s professional marketplace.”Dr. Michael Cohen
D.D.S.,M.S.D.,Periodontist, Founder, The Seattle Study Club“Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has a
passion for business concepts and strategies as they apply to the dental world. This book is
filled with many ‘Why didn’t I think of that first?’ ideas, that are sure to help your practice grow
and thrive, even in a challenging economic climate. This book will serve as an invaluable
resource with diverse and easy-to-implement marketing ideas, solid advice and proven
strategies for strengthening and growing your dental or specialty practice.”Maureen Valley
D.M.D., M.P.H., M.S., Orthodontic Specialist,Associate Professor, University of the Pacific,Arthur
A. Dugoni School of Dentistry“This is the ‘Go-To’ marketing manual for dentists and dental
specialists! It’s packed with marketing tips that really work specifically for the dental
practice!”Judy Kay Mausolf,Coach, Speaker, Author & Practice Riser“Without question, this
book is a requirement for every dentist and dental specialist determined to build an elite
practice.”Neal D. Kravitz D.M.D., M.S.,Kravitz Orthodontics, South Riding, Virginia“Dr. Ann Marie
Gorczyca started an orthodontic practice, in a competitive market, from scratch. She was
determined to succeed and she has. In this book, she shares her many thoughts and ideas that
took a start-up practice to the thriving practice that defines her success. This book is a fresh and
energetic look into marketing with concepts that apply directly to dentistry. Marketing is perhaps
the most important management aspect of starting, growing and maintaining a successful and
vibrant dental practice.”Jay Wirig, Managing Partner,Thomas, Wirig, Doll, CPAs to Dentists and
Physicians“This book is filled with simple ideas you can implement today, whether you are a new
or established dental practice owner or in general or specialist practice. Dr. Gorczyca helps you
think about the total care of your patients and why they entrust it with you.”James Goolnik B.D.S.,



M.Sc.,Dentist and Author of “Brush,” London, EnglandIT ALL STARTS WITHMARKETING201
MARKETING TIPS FORGROWING A DENTAL PRACTICEDR. ANN MARIE
GORCZYCACopyright © 2013 by Ann Marie Gorczyca. All rights reserved.Ebook Library
Edition, License NotesThis ebook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may
not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another
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work of this author.Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: While the publisher and author have
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respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this book and specifically disclaim
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Patients, the Team, the DoctorPart Two: External Marketing: Public RelationsChapter 5: Any
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ExperiencePart Three: RelationshipsChapter 10: EducateChapter 11: CommunicateChapter 12:
ParticipateChapter 13: GiveChapter 14: ProduceConclusionAppendix 1: Marketing Calendar
TemplateAppendix 2: Sample Marketing CalendarAcknowledgementsAbout the
AuthorBibliographyFOREWORDBY FRED JOYALThis book is truly about abundance. Not only is
it filled to bursting with concise, unique ideas, it reveals a vision of the dental profession in which
patients, colleagues and the world in general are all made better by sharing and caring about
each other.In reading Dr. Gorczyca’s book, I’m reminded of how dentists are essentially practical
scientists, going through their days in a very methodical way. And what Ann Marie has done here
is taken that scientific approach and applied it brilliantly to dental practice marketing. This book
is a step-by-step guide to creating and implementing a well-executed marketing plan. And just
as in your dentistry practice, you will find that you may make modifications and focus on some



aspects more than others, and also make adjustments based on your patient base. But the
whole toolkit is here, a fabulous resource that will have a profound effect on your success and
the day-to-day enjoyment of your practice.Dr. Gorczyca also reminds me of why I’m so
passionate about the dental industry, because she exemplifies the quality that I see in the best
dentists I know. That quality is an attitude of abundance. She is not only passionate about
offering the highest quality of care to her patients, but she wants to share the keys to her
success with each of her peers.This attitude, this worldview of abundance, doesn’t happen that
often, in my experience. Most people are gravely concerned that there isn’t enough of everything
to go around, and so are extremely cautious about what they share. They guard their “secrets”
closely, wary of competition, dreading failure or even just diminished wealth.Not Ann Marie.
Every conversation I’ve had with her has been about the advancement of the dental profession,
how much opportunity there is for everyone in her field, and how every dentist can enjoy life and
be more productive. I hesitate even to call this a book, because it is more than that. It is a
manual, a guidebook to success that is in small part educational and in large part practical.
Some of these tips may take you a few minutes to implement, and others may take you the entire
course of your practice life to perfect. But if you apply just 10% of them, you’ll be 100% better
off.And that enrichment will not just be financial. You will have a happier team, a more enjoyable
place to go every day, and a host of patients whose smiles you can be proud of. More than that,
you will be a true professional, with a high and well-deserved standing in your community. And
you will have proven Ann Marie’s greatest message: When you live from abundance, abundance
comes to you. The map is right here in your hands, so let the great journey begin.Fred
JoyalAuthor of Everything is Marketing and co-founder of 1-800-
DENTIST®INTRODUCTIONEither write something worth reading ordo something worth
writing.–Benjamin FranklinThe business of dentistry is more competitive than ever. When I
opened my orthodontic practice in Northern California almost 20 years ago, there were 42
dentists in East Contra Costa County. Now there are over 100. At that time, there were only five
orthodontists in the area. Now there are more than a dozen, not to mention a large discount
clinic down the street and dentists who do specialist procedures. The current dental environment
is changing for all of us. We can all benefit from additional resources to help us deal with the new
economy. Marketing will help you embrace and conquer this challenge.Marketing is a difficult
subject for dentists to discuss. Dentistry is made up of highly educated, scientific and artistic
professionals. We are a sophisticated, ethical, and sometimes shy group of individuals.
Marketing is something we may wish to avoid, but we cannot. Remember that even
professionalism is a form of marketing. For everyone running a successful dental practice,
marketing is therefore an important element of the business management mix. Growth now is
more dependent than ever on awareness, organization and implementation of marketing skills.
Marketing is essential for dentists to survive and thrive in the new economy.Marketing is not
about marketing secrets, insider clubs or consultants who share clandestine ideas. If your
marketing is not remarkable, visible to all, and known by everyone in your community—including



your competition down the street—then it is probably not effective. Marketing is here for all of us
to share. The biggest secret to successful marketing is taking the time to develop an effective,
consistent and expeditiously executed marketing plan.When I was a student at Harvard School
of Dental Medicine, I had the opportunity to study at Harvard School of Public Health in the
Department of Health Management and Policy. There, I attended my first marketing lectures and
started to understand the importance and broad-reaching effects of marketing in the healthcare
industry. I learned that marketing involves many things, including case studies, comparisons,
differentiation, product analysis, demographics, communities and target audiences. Marketing is
about personal preferences, branding and customer service. Marketing is the ability to move
others and direct them toward what we have to offer – dentistry. This perspective is valuable to
you, the dental professional, in the marketing of your business, your dental practice.Like some of
you, I started an orthodontic office from scratch in a new community. At first, I was a total
stranger. This was very difficult, and after three months, I remember being in tears thinking that
perhaps I would fail. But, due to marketing, patients quickly found their way to my door. For
dental specialists, marketing is even more essential, considering that it becomes necessary to
rebuild your practice with new patients after the completion of each and every case.As a child, I
loved my orthodontist and his office. It may surprise you that what impressed me most was his
fish tank. Yes, that’s right, his fish tank. I tell this story only to emphasize that the special things
about your dental practice are what patients love and remember most about you and their
experience in your office. These extraordinary things create patient experience and patient
happiness. Truly magical things make a difference. They make you remarkable. All of these
amazing things are marketing. When it comes to marketing, everything counts.Included in this
book are some ideas, experiences and strategies I used to gain new patients and grow my
practice from the ground up. I hope that several of these tips will be helpful to you, especially
those of you just starting out who may need a little help, encouragement, a positive push or a
“you-can-do-it” cheer to make you feel more empowered to persevere. I hope this book is also
useful to those who have been in practice for several years; those of you who are looking for a
few new ideas to help make your patients feel special, your team more engaged and your office
just a little more fun.As the economy and dentistry continue to evolve, so does the marketing mix
of possibilities for your dental practice. You will find that your marketing plan will need constant
updating and revision to remain effective. One simple marketing truth remains: The goal of
marketing is to make your phone ring and bring new patients to your front door.I hope you’ll
enjoy the suggestions, stories and tips in this book. Not every idea will fit every dentist.
Depending on your personality, style, brand and community, some will appeal to you, while
others will not. What’s important is to create happiness in your patients, community and referring
doctors, as well as in you and your dental team.When it comes to marketing, everything counts.
As you’re about to see, it all starts with marketing. Let’s get started.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKIf I
read a book that cost me $20 and I get one good idea,I have gotten one of the greatest bargains
of all time.–Tom PetersWhat is dental marketing? Dental marketing is everything you do that has



anything to do with your dental practice. Everything counts. This book outlines 201 marketing
tips I have taken from my private orthodontic practice, marketing education and activity and
involvement in the dental community and academia spanning 30 years. I have included what
works. I have not included what I have found not to work.Dental marketing can be divided into
three main categories:I. Internal Marketing – Marketing to past, present and future patients, their
families and friends.II. External Marketing – Marketing to members of the community in which
we practice dentistry. External marketing may also be called public relations.III. Relationship
Marketing – Marketing to dentists and physicians who refer their patients directly to our dental
practices.The aim of marketing is to make selling superfluous.–Peter DruckerWhat business are
dentists in? Yes, all dentists work in a business within the healthcare industry. We are delivering
dental health. We are delivering the messages, “We will take great care of you” and “You will be
happy and have a better life after receiving dental treatment.”The ultimate goal of our marketing
efforts each and every time is to have the phone ring with a new patient calling to schedule their
initial exam. Once you understand that you are in a business, the nature of the business and how
marketing fits, the marketing opportunities will naturally surface.Each and every day you strive to
restore your patients to ideal dental health. Accompanying you on this journey are the principles
of dental marketing. Before patients arrive at your office, they would have heard about you, seen
a reference to your office, or been referred to your office. This is done by marketing. In growing
your dental practice, it all starts with marketing.Strategy is a process, not an event.–Mark
FaustAs you read the marketing tips presented in this book, you will be able to construct your
own 12-month marketing calendar (a copy can be found in the appendix). Choose 12 items from
each of the book’s three parts: Internal Marketing; External Marketing: Public Relations; and
External Marketing: Relationships. Some items may take more than one month to complete, or
be repeated more than one time. Write the date of project initiation on the calendar. Try to start
three projects per month, one from each marketing category.Once you have launched your
annual marketing plan, keep track of new-patient results from each tip. Some projects may take
three efforts or three months to see results. Be patient. Once you have reviewed and analyzed
your results, document the winners and double your efforts in that area. Eliminate the losers and
replace them with new ideas. Carpe diem.Part OneINTERNAL MARKETINGIf you have more
money than brains you should focus on outbound marketing. If you have more brains than
money, you should focus on inbound marketing.–Guy KawasakiInternal marketing within the
dental office is marketing to your patients—past, present and future. Internal marketing is
perhaps the most powerful marketing tool for the growth of your practice and the acquisition of
new patients. After a few years in practice, your number one new-patient referral source can be,
should be and will be your patients.Consider each of your patients as walking, talking billboards,
spokespersons for your practice, public relations representatives and builders of relationships
with your referring doctors, and watch your practice grow. The point of internal marketing is this:
You want your patients to tell others, with excitement, love and enthusiasm, about you and your
dental practice.The Ps of marketing is place, product, price and promotion. Seth Godin, author



of the landmark marketing book Purple Cow and the most popular marketing blog
@ThisIsSethsBlog, adds to the Ps of marketing positioning, publicity, packaging, pass-along,
permission, and “purple cow.” Within internal marketing, the power is in unique, personalized
promotion, in being a “purple cow,” being unique, one of a kind, remarkable. This translates
directly to your office feeling exceptional and being memorable.Chapter 1PLACE: YOUR
PATIENT EXPERIENCEA smile is the light in your window that tells others that there is a caring,
sharing person inside.–Denis WaitleyWhat feeling does your office communicate? Does it
express cheer, happiness, warmth, fun and excitement? Does your office make your patients
feel well cared for, loved and special?New patients will make a judgment about your office within
the first seven seconds of entering. Visually, the office must be attractive and appealing, and the
actions, words and experiences must convince the patient that they want to be there.
Maintenance of your office environment may be as important as the doctor’s diagnosis and
treatment plan. Here are a few suggestions for patient communication, both verbal and
nonverbal, to create a welcoming and remarkable office environment.1. WE WILL TAKE GREAT
CARE OF YOUIf you are just starting out or want to grow your current dental practice, focus your
marketing efforts on the new patient experience first and clinical procedures second. “We will
take great care of you” is the dental team’s verbal promise and testimonial to the new patient. Tell
your new patients that you will take great care of them.One way you can show new patients that
you will take great care of them is to listen to them. Ask new patients questions about
themselves. Devote time and attention to their responses. Care enough to listen. You want your
new patient to say, “She really listened to me. She really cares.”In addition to listening, there are
other things you can do to make your patients feel and trust that you will take great care of them.
Be genuinely interested in your patients. Remember their name and use it often. Ask about their
family and interests. Make new patients feel important. Smile.If you are a specialist, praise the
general dentist who referred the patient. Tell the patient that their dentist is the best. Tell the
general dentist that you will take great care of their patient. Tell your patients that you love your
office and that you are proud of the excellent dental care that you provide, your outstanding
team, and the fun experience that patients have in your office. Tell and show your patient through
your actions and words that you will take great care of them.Nurses presently are the most
trusted healthcare providers in the United States. When you observed a nurse bedside, she is
most often focused on the needs and comfort of the patient, listening to them and responding to
the patient’s requests. Many top hospitals emphasize a “Patients First” policy of focusing on the
patient above everything else and reassuring them through words and actions. Just before
leaving for the operating room, my husband, a cancer surgeon, makes a point of reassuring the
patient and family by simply saying “We will take great care of you.”Try telling your patients “We
will take great care of you.” The effect of these seven little words is amazing. 2. PATIENTS:
MODELS OF CLINICAL EXCELLENCEYour patients are walking, talking models of your clinical
excellence. Your customer service and patient experience inspire your patients to talk about you
and recommend you to others. This becomes your word-of-mouth marketing. Turn your patients



into goodwill ambassadors of your dental practice. You would like each of your patients to tell
family, friends and members of the community to come to your office for treatment.Make it a
daily habit to ask your patients for referrals. “We’d love to have more patients just like you. We
love new patients! Thank you for referring your family and friends.” Treating your patients well
through clinical excellence, outstanding customer service and a great patient experience is the
most powerful dental marketing tool you’ll ever have. Provide clinical excellence and treat your
patients well and they will be your top referral source.Marketing cannot overcome poor practice
habits. That you are a competent dentist is assumed. Marketing distinguishes you among a
crowded field of well-trained colleagues. Marketing will take you to the next level.3. PATIENT’S
HAPPINESSHonor the patient’s happiness within your office and during treatment. In an
orthodontic office, for example, don’t remove the appliances or complete treatment until your
patient is 100% satisfied with the treatment outcome. In this effort, I recommend using a Braces
Removal Request Form, which states “I am happy with my orthodontic result and I am
requesting removal of my braces.” Not only will you document that the patient is happy with their
orthodontic treatment results, but this will serve as a reference years from now should the
patient not wear their retainers and state that they were not happy at the time the braces were
removed.Honor patient satisfaction. Guarantee satisfaction and the quality of your dental
treatment, and redo all treatment at no charge should there be any difficulty. This will be time and
money well spent in the growth of your good reputation and your practice.4. OFFICE TOURJust
as you would welcome a new friend to your home, you will want to welcome the new patient to
your practice. This includes a welcome and guidance of the new patient through your office
environment. Our office tour has nine steps:• Warm welcome (#5)• Refreshments, movie,
magazines (#8, 9)• Wonderful team “Wall of Fame” (#11)• Exceptional doctor “Wall of
Fame” (#12)• Patient “Walls of Fame” (#13)• Digital X-rays (#14)• Brushing stations, whitening
(#15)• Seating for family and friends (#18)• “We will take great care of you.” (#1)The office tour
takes training and practice. Every team member in your office, including the doctor, should be
able to give the office tour with enthusiasm.5. WARM WELCOMEAs soon as the new patient
and their family arrive at your office, you can politely acknowledge them with a warm welcome. In
daily preparation for this to occur, have the new-patient exam times and names posted at the
station of the front office greeter. The office greeter is usually seated closest to the entrance.
This advance preparation will ensure that the greeting is planned and will occur. New patients
are best welcomed by name by an assigned team member, who will stand to greet the new
patient and their family. The office greeter can then offer coffee or refreshments, ask what movie
the new patient would like to watch or what magazine they would like to read, and give the office
tour. During the office tour, a warm welcome should be given by all team members when they
see the new patient and their family. During the office tour, team members will smile, take time to
say hello and welcome the new patient to the office.6. WELCOME FOLDERThe most important
aspect of the welcome folder is that it says “Welcome!” The welcome folder is a beautiful
assortment of materials, which the new patient may read when they are initially seated in your



office before their appointment begins. The quality of the folder reflects the quality of your office.
It includes useful information about treatment, a brochure describing the office, information
about the doctor’s credentials, an invitation to the next patient appreciation party, as well as a list
of features about what makes the doctor and office staff special. The office greeter can have all
welcome folders for the day prepared at the front desk before new patients arrive. As the greeter
stands and greets the new patient, she can hand the new patient the welcome folder.7. OFFICE
BROCHURESWithin the welcome folder is the office brochure. The office brochure cover
displays a color photo of treated patients and answers the question, “What’s in it for me?” The
office brochure also contains photos of the team, the doctor, the doctor’s family, and the office. It
lists pertinent information about the doctor’s experience, training, skills and offerings in order to
build credibility. Within the brochure, the core values of the office can also be listed.Office
brochures are critical for patient education, community public relations, referring doctor
information and patient referral. The office should never be without a full supply of office
brochures. Such color brochures produced in a quantity of one thousand can cost less than one
dollar per unit.8. REFRESHMENTSWho doesn’t love coffee? Welcome refreshments will
instantly make your office a pleasant place to visit. A fresh cup of coffee, tea or hot chocolate will
give patients an immediate feeling of comfort, like a tiny little vacation every time they come into
your office. I highly recommend the Keurig® beverage maker, which brews fresh beverages
within for individualized cups. The Keurig® machine system gives your patients the choice of
coffee, tea or hot chocolate. Bottled waters and juices may also be served in the refreshment
area. Cookies, muffins, cupcakes or other snacks can also be served.If you are located in a
professional building, a refreshment area will welcome referring doctors and their team
members to your office for an occasional break. We have a tradition at Gorczyca Orthodontics of
“Serving up the Café Mocha” and refreshments during the last day and hour of our work week.
This is a nice way to end the day and say “Thank You” to our patient families. Whipped cream is
sure to put a smile on everyone’s face.9. MOVIES AND GAMESKids love funny movies. By
playing the most popular new feature in your reception room, any time waiting for appointments
will pass quickly and unnoticed. Patients and parents will be engaged, entertained, and relaxed,
rather than gathering at the front desk, talking loudly and focusing on the time. Those in the
reception area will be engrossed in the cool new movie and your reception room will be a calm,
inviting, quiet and happy place.Video games also are entertaining for young siblings and
children who may accompany a brother, sister or parent for their appointment. Both movies and
video games will make your office fun and will make kids look forward to returning to your
reception room. These children will tell their family and friends about the cool games and movies
in your dental office and the great time they had there. Parents of patients often tell me about the
cool games and movies they still remember about their orthodontist’s office when they were a
kid.10. MAGAZINESIt is important to have a variety of great magazines in your office, tailored for
children, teens, women and men. Men read magazines, too, and often fathers will bring their
children for their appointments. Cycling and Sports Illustrated are fantastic magazines for men.



Women may enjoy beautiful magazines such as Martha Stewart or Oprah. Kids enjoy Teen Beat
and Seventeen magazines. And everyone enjoys looking at People magazine, which is the most
popular—you can tell by the migration of this magazine in the hands of patients from the
reception room to the treatment area.Magazines can be straightened periodically during the day,
at lunchtime, and at the end of the day to keep the magazine area looking clean and organized.
Magazines also can be refreshed at a minimum of once per month to reflect that your dental
office stays current, pays attention to detail, and cares about patient comfort and interests.Pay
close attention to the articles in your magazines and especially those listed on the cover. Be sure
to have G-rated magazines with positive, beautiful content. Your magazine area and these
publications you choose will be making a first impression on new patients and their families.You
may want to place an attractive label that describes your practice, website, and contact
information on the front of each magazine. That way, should a magazine “wander” from your
office, it could still perform a “marketing” service in its new location.11. TEAM “WALL OF
FAME”All of your wonderful team members can have their individual photos framed, labeled with
name and job title, and on display in your dental office. This gives the new patient confidence
that these team members have tenure and pride in your dental office and in their work. Individual
team member photos reflect the commitment that each team member has made to the patient,
patient care, the office, the doctor and their team.When describing the Team “Wall of Fame” on
your new-patient office tour, compliment your team, the doctor and individual team members.
You can discuss individual team member’s longevity and total team experience, which added
together may equal over 100 years.12. DOCTOR “WALL OF FAME”The doctor’s diplomas and
distinctions can be displayed in the office in the new exam area where new patients and their
families can easily see them. Important diplomas and distinctions can be pointed out to the new
patient during the office tour. It is nice to include a family photo of the doctor to reflect the
doctor’s personal life. This will help to build trust with new patients and their families. The Doctor
“Wall of Fame” will promote credibility with new patients, giving the message that this doctor is
an accomplished, loving person who will take great care of them.During the training process of
my own team, I discovered that our team members needed to be educated about what makes
their doctor unique and what makes our office remarkable and distinctive. Don’t expect others to
learn it or know it on their own. Explain your most valued accomplishments to them and tell them
what it means to your patients. Tell your team what is extraordinary about you and your dental
services, above and beyond the usual training programs.In my own case, beyond being a
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics, I am proud to have served the ADA in the
writing of the National Board Part II Orthodontic/Pediatric Exam Questions for a five-year period.
I was honored to be the first woman accepted to the Northern California Angle Society of
Orthodontists. Our office is devoted to the treatment of TMD (temporomandibular dysfunction).
The diagnosis and treatment of occlusal disease is an area in which I have completed Advanced
Education in Orthodontics (Roth Course) and received additional training in functional occlusion
and TMD treatment. We also are leading providers in the areas of Invisalign®, orthognathic



surgery, and interdisciplinary treatment. Your team needs to be informed and educated of details
such as these.13. PATIENT “WALLS OF FAME”“A picture speaks a thousand words…” is
reflected on your Patient “Walls of Fame.” This may be the most important marketing feature of
your dental office. Nothing will give your new patients more confidence and trust in your office,
your skill, and your expertise as a dentist than seeing beautiful photos of smiling patients with
excellent treatment results. Without these photos, your treatment is theoretical. The wall photos
bring the theory to vibrant life. In your exam room, throughout the office, or in the X-ray area,
have natural smile photos where new patients can see them and envision themselves with that
same gorgeous new smile. I have actually had parents at an initial exam look at our patient “Wall
of Fame” photos showcasing our great orthodontic results and say, “We want that one!”Praise for
It All Starts with Marketing“Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca is a class-act orthodontist all around. In her
book, she shows it well with clever tips, proven methods of patient care, and ideas to assist in
overall dental excellence all so generously shared here to help others become more successful
and to WOW! their patients. She has gathered together many ‘extras’ one can do in the daily
business of dentistry to influence and please patients, their families, their referring specialists
and the community at large. What a gift to a new doctor wanting to generate happy patients and
future referrals.”Rosemary Bray,Speaker, Trainer and Consultant to the Dental and Orthodontic
Profession“What an incredible resource for dental GP’s and specialists alike. Marketing is an
essential ingredient for every dental practice in today’s marketplace. This book fills the
knowledge gap that most of us have on how to successfully market and attract new
patients.” Lee Ann Brady D.M.D.,Speaker, Dentist, Desert Sun Smiles, Glendale, Arizona“The
world of dentistry has become increasingly competitive over the past decade as marketing
strategies become more and more sophisticated. Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has answered the
need for a straight-forward, common-sense approach to marketing that any dentist can
implement easily and successfully. This publication deserves the attention of all who want to
continue to grow and thrive in today’s professional marketplace.”Dr. Michael Cohen
D.D.S.,M.S.D.,Periodontist, Founder, The Seattle Study Club“Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has a
passion for business concepts and strategies as they apply to the dental world. This book is
filled with many ‘Why didn’t I think of that first?’ ideas, that are sure to help your practice grow
and thrive, even in a challenging economic climate. This book will serve as an invaluable
resource with diverse and easy-to-implement marketing ideas, solid advice and proven
strategies for strengthening and growing your dental or specialty practice.”Maureen Valley
D.M.D., M.P.H., M.S., Orthodontic Specialist,Associate Professor, University of the Pacific,Arthur
A. Dugoni School of Dentistry“This is the ‘Go-To’ marketing manual for dentists and dental
specialists! It’s packed with marketing tips that really work specifically for the dental
practice!”Judy Kay Mausolf,Coach, Speaker, Author & Practice Riser“Without question, this
book is a requirement for every dentist and dental specialist determined to build an elite
practice.”Neal D. Kravitz D.M.D., M.S.,Kravitz Orthodontics, South Riding, Virginia“Dr. Ann Marie
Gorczyca started an orthodontic practice, in a competitive market, from scratch. She was



determined to succeed and she has. In this book, she shares her many thoughts and ideas that
took a start-up practice to the thriving practice that defines her success. This book is a fresh and
energetic look into marketing with concepts that apply directly to dentistry. Marketing is perhaps
the most important management aspect of starting, growing and maintaining a successful and
vibrant dental practice.”Jay Wirig, Managing Partner,Thomas, Wirig, Doll, CPAs to Dentists and
Physicians“This book is filled with simple ideas you can implement today, whether you are a new
or established dental practice owner or in general or specialist practice. Dr. Gorczyca helps you
think about the total care of your patients and why they entrust it with you.”James Goolnik B.D.S.,
M.Sc.,Dentist and Author of “Brush,” London, EnglandPraise for It All Starts with Marketing“Dr.
Ann Marie Gorczyca is a class-act orthodontist all around. In her book, she shows it well with
clever tips, proven methods of patient care, and ideas to assist in overall dental excellence all so
generously shared here to help others become more successful and to WOW! their patients.
She has gathered together many ‘extras’ one can do in the daily business of dentistry to
influence and please patients, their families, their referring specialists and the community at
large. What a gift to a new doctor wanting to generate happy patients and future
referrals.”Rosemary Bray,Speaker, Trainer and Consultant to the Dental and Orthodontic
Profession“What an incredible resource for dental GP’s and specialists alike. Marketing is an
essential ingredient for every dental practice in today’s marketplace. This book fills the
knowledge gap that most of us have on how to successfully market and attract new
patients.” Lee Ann Brady D.M.D.,Speaker, Dentist, Desert Sun Smiles, Glendale, Arizona“The
world of dentistry has become increasingly competitive over the past decade as marketing
strategies become more and more sophisticated. Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has answered the
need for a straight-forward, common-sense approach to marketing that any dentist can
implement easily and successfully. This publication deserves the attention of all who want to
continue to grow and thrive in today’s professional marketplace.”Dr. Michael Cohen
D.D.S.,M.S.D.,Periodontist, Founder, The Seattle Study Club“Dr. Ann Marie Gorczyca has a
passion for business concepts and strategies as they apply to the dental world. This book is
filled with many ‘Why didn’t I think of that first?’ ideas, that are sure to help your practice grow
and thrive, even in a challenging economic climate. This book will serve as an invaluable
resource with diverse and easy-to-implement marketing ideas, solid advice and proven
strategies for strengthening and growing your dental or specialty practice.”Maureen Valley
D.M.D., M.P.H., M.S., Orthodontic Specialist,Associate Professor, University of the Pacific,Arthur
A. Dugoni School of Dentistry“This is the ‘Go-To’ marketing manual for dentists and dental
specialists! It’s packed with marketing tips that really work specifically for the dental
practice!”Judy Kay Mausolf,Coach, Speaker, Author & Practice Riser“Without question, this
book is a requirement for every dentist and dental specialist determined to build an elite
practice.”Neal D. Kravitz D.M.D., M.S.,Kravitz Orthodontics, South Riding, Virginia“Dr. Ann Marie
Gorczyca started an orthodontic practice, in a competitive market, from scratch. She was
determined to succeed and she has. In this book, she shares her many thoughts and ideas that



took a start-up practice to the thriving practice that defines her success. This book is a fresh and
energetic look into marketing with concepts that apply directly to dentistry. Marketing is perhaps
the most important management aspect of starting, growing and maintaining a successful and
vibrant dental practice.”Jay Wirig, Managing Partner,Thomas, Wirig, Doll, CPAs to Dentists and
Physicians“This book is filled with simple ideas you can implement today, whether you are a new
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AuthorBibliographyFOREWORDBY FRED JOYALThis book is truly about abundance. Not only is
it filled to bursting with concise, unique ideas, it reveals a vision of the dental profession in which
patients, colleagues and the world in general are all made better by sharing and caring about
each other.In reading Dr. Gorczyca’s book, I’m reminded of how dentists are essentially practical
scientists, going through their days in a very methodical way. And what Ann Marie has done here
is taken that scientific approach and applied it brilliantly to dental practice marketing. This book
is a step-by-step guide to creating and implementing a well-executed marketing plan. And just
as in your dentistry practice, you will find that you may make modifications and focus on some
aspects more than others, and also make adjustments based on your patient base. But the
whole toolkit is here, a fabulous resource that will have a profound effect on your success and



the day-to-day enjoyment of your practice.Dr. Gorczyca also reminds me of why I’m so
passionate about the dental industry, because she exemplifies the quality that I see in the best
dentists I know. That quality is an attitude of abundance. She is not only passionate about
offering the highest quality of care to her patients, but she wants to share the keys to her
success with each of her peers.This attitude, this worldview of abundance, doesn’t happen that
often, in my experience. Most people are gravely concerned that there isn’t enough of everything
to go around, and so are extremely cautious about what they share. They guard their “secrets”
closely, wary of competition, dreading failure or even just diminished wealth.Not Ann Marie.
Every conversation I’ve had with her has been about the advancement of the dental profession,
how much opportunity there is for everyone in her field, and how every dentist can enjoy life and
be more productive. I hesitate even to call this a book, because it is more than that. It is a
manual, a guidebook to success that is in small part educational and in large part practical.
Some of these tips may take you a few minutes to implement, and others may take you the entire
course of your practice life to perfect. But if you apply just 10% of them, you’ll be 100% better
off.And that enrichment will not just be financial. You will have a happier team, a more enjoyable
place to go every day, and a host of patients whose smiles you can be proud of. More than that,
you will be a true professional, with a high and well-deserved standing in your community. And
you will have proven Ann Marie’s greatest message: When you live from abundance, abundance
comes to you. The map is right here in your hands, so let the great journey begin.Fred
JoyalAuthor of Everything is Marketing and co-founder of 1-800-DENTIST®FOREWORDBY
FRED JOYALThis book is truly about abundance. Not only is it filled to bursting with concise,
unique ideas, it reveals a vision of the dental profession in which patients, colleagues and the
world in general are all made better by sharing and caring about each other.In reading Dr.
Gorczyca’s book, I’m reminded of how dentists are essentially practical scientists, going through
their days in a very methodical way. And what Ann Marie has done here is taken that scientific
approach and applied it brilliantly to dental practice marketing. This book is a step-by-step guide
to creating and implementing a well-executed marketing plan. And just as in your dentistry
practice, you will find that you may make modifications and focus on some aspects more than
others, and also make adjustments based on your patient base. But the whole toolkit is here, a
fabulous resource that will have a profound effect on your success and the day-to-day
enjoyment of your practice.Dr. Gorczyca also reminds me of why I’m so passionate about the
dental industry, because she exemplifies the quality that I see in the best dentists I know. That
quality is an attitude of abundance. She is not only passionate about offering the highest quality
of care to her patients, but she wants to share the keys to her success with each of her
peers.This attitude, this worldview of abundance, doesn’t happen that often, in my experience.
Most people are gravely concerned that there isn’t enough of everything to go around, and so
are extremely cautious about what they share. They guard their “secrets” closely, wary of
competition, dreading failure or even just diminished wealth.Not Ann Marie. Every conversation
I’ve had with her has been about the advancement of the dental profession, how much



opportunity there is for everyone in her field, and how every dentist can enjoy life and be more
productive. I hesitate even to call this a book, because it is more than that. It is a manual, a
guidebook to success that is in small part educational and in large part practical. Some of these
tips may take you a few minutes to implement, and others may take you the entire course of your
practice life to perfect. But if you apply just 10% of them, you’ll be 100% better off.And that
enrichment will not just be financial. You will have a happier team, a more enjoyable place to go
every day, and a host of patients whose smiles you can be proud of. More than that, you will be
a true professional, with a high and well-deserved standing in your community. And you will have
proven Ann Marie’s greatest message: When you live from abundance, abundance comes to
you. The map is right here in your hands, so let the great journey begin.Fred JoyalAuthor of
Everything is Marketing and co-founder of 1-800-DENTIST®INTRODUCTIONEither write
something worth reading ordo something worth writing.–Benjamin FranklinThe business of
dentistry is more competitive than ever. When I opened my orthodontic practice in Northern
California almost 20 years ago, there were 42 dentists in East Contra Costa County. Now there
are over 100. At that time, there were only five orthodontists in the area. Now there are more than
a dozen, not to mention a large discount clinic down the street and dentists who do specialist
procedures. The current dental environment is changing for all of us. We can all benefit from
additional resources to help us deal with the new economy. Marketing will help you embrace and
conquer this challenge.Marketing is a difficult subject for dentists to discuss. Dentistry is made
up of highly educated, scientific and artistic professionals. We are a sophisticated, ethical, and
sometimes shy group of individuals. Marketing is something we may wish to avoid, but we
cannot. Remember that even professionalism is a form of marketing. For everyone running a
successful dental practice, marketing is therefore an important element of the business
management mix. Growth now is more dependent than ever on awareness, organization and
implementation of marketing skills. Marketing is essential for dentists to survive and thrive in the
new economy.Marketing is not about marketing secrets, insider clubs or consultants who share
clandestine ideas. If your marketing is not remarkable, visible to all, and known by everyone in
your community—including your competition down the street—then it is probably not effective.
Marketing is here for all of us to share. The biggest secret to successful marketing is taking the
time to develop an effective, consistent and expeditiously executed marketing plan.When I was a
student at Harvard School of Dental Medicine, I had the opportunity to study at Harvard School
of Public Health in the Department of Health Management and Policy. There, I attended my first
marketing lectures and started to understand the importance and broad-reaching effects of
marketing in the healthcare industry. I learned that marketing involves many things, including
case studies, comparisons, differentiation, product analysis, demographics, communities and
target audiences. Marketing is about personal preferences, branding and customer service.
Marketing is the ability to move others and direct them toward what we have to offer – dentistry.
This perspective is valuable to you, the dental professional, in the marketing of your business,
your dental practice.Like some of you, I started an orthodontic office from scratch in a new



community. At first, I was a total stranger. This was very difficult, and after three months, I
remember being in tears thinking that perhaps I would fail. But, due to marketing, patients
quickly found their way to my door. For dental specialists, marketing is even more essential,
considering that it becomes necessary to rebuild your practice with new patients after the
completion of each and every case.As a child, I loved my orthodontist and his office. It may
surprise you that what impressed me most was his fish tank. Yes, that’s right, his fish tank. I tell
this story only to emphasize that the special things about your dental practice are what patients
love and remember most about you and their experience in your office. These extraordinary
things create patient experience and patient happiness. Truly magical things make a difference.
They make you remarkable. All of these amazing things are marketing. When it comes to
marketing, everything counts.Included in this book are some ideas, experiences and strategies I
used to gain new patients and grow my practice from the ground up. I hope that several of these
tips will be helpful to you, especially those of you just starting out who may need a little help,
encouragement, a positive push or a “you-can-do-it” cheer to make you feel more empowered to
persevere. I hope this book is also useful to those who have been in practice for several years;
those of you who are looking for a few new ideas to help make your patients feel special, your
team more engaged and your office just a little more fun.As the economy and dentistry continue
to evolve, so does the marketing mix of possibilities for your dental practice. You will find that
your marketing plan will need constant updating and revision to remain effective. One simple
marketing truth remains: The goal of marketing is to make your phone ring and bring new
patients to your front door.I hope you’ll enjoy the suggestions, stories and tips in this book. Not
every idea will fit every dentist. Depending on your personality, style, brand and community,
some will appeal to you, while others will not. What’s important is to create happiness in your
patients, community and referring doctors, as well as in you and your dental team.When it
comes to marketing, everything counts. As you’re about to see, it all starts with marketing. Let’s
get started.INTRODUCTIONEither write something worth reading ordo something worth writing.–
Benjamin FranklinThe business of dentistry is more competitive than ever. When I opened my
orthodontic practice in Northern California almost 20 years ago, there were 42 dentists in East
Contra Costa County. Now there are over 100. At that time, there were only five orthodontists in
the area. Now there are more than a dozen, not to mention a large discount clinic down the
street and dentists who do specialist procedures. The current dental environment is changing for
all of us. We can all benefit from additional resources to help us deal with the new economy.
Marketing will help you embrace and conquer this challenge.Marketing is a difficult subject for
dentists to discuss. Dentistry is made up of highly educated, scientific and artistic professionals.
We are a sophisticated, ethical, and sometimes shy group of individuals. Marketing is something
we may wish to avoid, but we cannot. Remember that even professionalism is a form of
marketing. For everyone running a successful dental practice, marketing is therefore an
important element of the business management mix. Growth now is more dependent than ever
on awareness, organization and implementation of marketing skills. Marketing is essential for



dentists to survive and thrive in the new economy.Marketing is not about marketing secrets,
insider clubs or consultants who share clandestine ideas. If your marketing is not remarkable,
visible to all, and known by everyone in your community—including your competition down the
street—then it is probably not effective. Marketing is here for all of us to share. The biggest
secret to successful marketing is taking the time to develop an effective, consistent and
expeditiously executed marketing plan.When I was a student at Harvard School of Dental
Medicine, I had the opportunity to study at Harvard School of Public Health in the Department of
Health Management and Policy. There, I attended my first marketing lectures and started to
understand the importance and broad-reaching effects of marketing in the healthcare industry. I
learned that marketing involves many things, including case studies, comparisons,
differentiation, product analysis, demographics, communities and target audiences. Marketing is
about personal preferences, branding and customer service. Marketing is the ability to move
others and direct them toward what we have to offer – dentistry. This perspective is valuable to
you, the dental professional, in the marketing of your business, your dental practice.Like some of
you, I started an orthodontic office from scratch in a new community. At first, I was a total
stranger. This was very difficult, and after three months, I remember being in tears thinking that
perhaps I would fail. But, due to marketing, patients quickly found their way to my door. For
dental specialists, marketing is even more essential, considering that it becomes necessary to
rebuild your practice with new patients after the completion of each and every case.As a child, I
loved my orthodontist and his office. It may surprise you that what impressed me most was his
fish tank. Yes, that’s right, his fish tank. I tell this story only to emphasize that the special things
about your dental practice are what patients love and remember most about you and their
experience in your office. These extraordinary things create patient experience and patient
happiness. Truly magical things make a difference. They make you remarkable. All of these
amazing things are marketing. When it comes to marketing, everything counts.Included in this
book are some ideas, experiences and strategies I used to gain new patients and grow my
practice from the ground up. I hope that several of these tips will be helpful to you, especially
those of you just starting out who may need a little help, encouragement, a positive push or a
“you-can-do-it” cheer to make you feel more empowered to persevere. I hope this book is also
useful to those who have been in practice for several years; those of you who are looking for a
few new ideas to help make your patients feel special, your team more engaged and your office
just a little more fun.As the economy and dentistry continue to evolve, so does the marketing mix
of possibilities for your dental practice. You will find that your marketing plan will need constant
updating and revision to remain effective. One simple marketing truth remains: The goal of
marketing is to make your phone ring and bring new patients to your front door.I hope you’ll
enjoy the suggestions, stories and tips in this book. Not every idea will fit every dentist.
Depending on your personality, style, brand and community, some will appeal to you, while
others will not. What’s important is to create happiness in your patients, community and referring
doctors, as well as in you and your dental team.When it comes to marketing, everything counts.



As you’re about to see, it all starts with marketing. Let’s get started.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKIf I
read a book that cost me $20 and I get one good idea,I have gotten one of the greatest bargains
of all time.–Tom PetersWhat is dental marketing? Dental marketing is everything you do that has
anything to do with your dental practice. Everything counts. This book outlines 201 marketing
tips I have taken from my private orthodontic practice, marketing education and activity and
involvement in the dental community and academia spanning 30 years. I have included what
works. I have not included what I have found not to work.Dental marketing can be divided into
three main categories:I. Internal Marketing – Marketing to past, present and future patients, their
families and friends.II. External Marketing – Marketing to members of the community in which
we practice dentistry. External marketing may also be called public relations.III. Relationship
Marketing – Marketing to dentists and physicians who refer their patients directly to our dental
practices.The aim of marketing is to make selling superfluous.–Peter DruckerWhat business are
dentists in? Yes, all dentists work in a business within the healthcare industry. We are delivering
dental health. We are delivering the messages, “We will take great care of you” and “You will be
happy and have a better life after receiving dental treatment.”The ultimate goal of our marketing
efforts each and every time is to have the phone ring with a new patient calling to schedule their
initial exam. Once you understand that you are in a business, the nature of the business and how
marketing fits, the marketing opportunities will naturally surface.Each and every day you strive to
restore your patients to ideal dental health. Accompanying you on this journey are the principles
of dental marketing. Before patients arrive at your office, they would have heard about you, seen
a reference to your office, or been referred to your office. This is done by marketing. In growing
your dental practice, it all starts with marketing.Strategy is a process, not an event.–Mark
FaustAs you read the marketing tips presented in this book, you will be able to construct your
own 12-month marketing calendar (a copy can be found in the appendix). Choose 12 items from
each of the book’s three parts: Internal Marketing; External Marketing: Public Relations; and
External Marketing: Relationships. Some items may take more than one month to complete, or
be repeated more than one time. Write the date of project initiation on the calendar. Try to start
three projects per month, one from each marketing category.Once you have launched your
annual marketing plan, keep track of new-patient results from each tip. Some projects may take
three efforts or three months to see results. Be patient. Once you have reviewed and analyzed
your results, document the winners and double your efforts in that area. Eliminate the losers and
replace them with new ideas. Carpe diem.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKIf I read a book that cost
me $20 and I get one good idea,I have gotten one of the greatest bargains of all time.–Tom
PetersWhat is dental marketing? Dental marketing is everything you do that has anything to do
with your dental practice. Everything counts. This book outlines 201 marketing tips I have taken
from my private orthodontic practice, marketing education and activity and involvement in the
dental community and academia spanning 30 years. I have included what works. I have not
included what I have found not to work.Dental marketing can be divided into three main
categories:I. Internal Marketing – Marketing to past, present and future patients, their families



and friends.II. External Marketing – Marketing to members of the community in which we
practice dentistry. External marketing may also be called public relations.III. Relationship
Marketing – Marketing to dentists and physicians who refer their patients directly to our dental
practices.The aim of marketing is to make selling superfluous.–Peter DruckerWhat business are
dentists in? Yes, all dentists work in a business within the healthcare industry. We are delivering
dental health. We are delivering the messages, “We will take great care of you” and “You will be
happy and have a better life after receiving dental treatment.”The ultimate goal of our marketing
efforts each and every time is to have the phone ring with a new patient calling to schedule their
initial exam. Once you understand that you are in a business, the nature of the business and how
marketing fits, the marketing opportunities will naturally surface.Each and every day you strive to
restore your patients to ideal dental health. Accompanying you on this journey are the principles
of dental marketing. Before patients arrive at your office, they would have heard about you, seen
a reference to your office, or been referred to your office. This is done by marketing. In growing
your dental practice, it all starts with marketing.Strategy is a process, not an event.–Mark
FaustAs you read the marketing tips presented in this book, you will be able to construct your
own 12-month marketing calendar (a copy can be found in the appendix). Choose 12 items from
each of the book’s three parts: Internal Marketing; External Marketing: Public Relations; and
External Marketing: Relationships. Some items may take more than one month to complete, or
be repeated more than one time. Write the date of project initiation on the calendar. Try to start
three projects per month, one from each marketing category.Once you have launched your
annual marketing plan, keep track of new-patient results from each tip. Some projects may take
three efforts or three months to see results. Be patient. Once you have reviewed and analyzed
your results, document the winners and double your efforts in that area. Eliminate the losers and
replace them with new ideas. Carpe diem.Part OneINTERNAL MARKETINGIf you have more
money than brains you should focus on outbound marketing. If you have more brains than
money, you should focus on inbound marketing.–Guy KawasakiInternal marketing within the
dental office is marketing to your patients—past, present and future. Internal marketing is
perhaps the most powerful marketing tool for the growth of your practice and the acquisition of
new patients. After a few years in practice, your number one new-patient referral source can be,
should be and will be your patients.Consider each of your patients as walking, talking billboards,
spokespersons for your practice, public relations representatives and builders of relationships
with your referring doctors, and watch your practice grow. The point of internal marketing is this:
You want your patients to tell others, with excitement, love and enthusiasm, about you and your
dental practice.The Ps of marketing is place, product, price and promotion. Seth Godin, author
of the landmark marketing book Purple Cow and the most popular marketing blog
@ThisIsSethsBlog, adds to the Ps of marketing positioning, publicity, packaging, pass-along,
permission, and “purple cow.” Within internal marketing, the power is in unique, personalized
promotion, in being a “purple cow,” being unique, one of a kind, remarkable. This translates
directly to your office feeling exceptional and being memorable.Part OneINTERNAL



MARKETINGIf you have more money than brains you should focus on outbound marketing. If
you have more brains than money, you should focus on inbound marketing.–Guy
KawasakiInternal marketing within the dental office is marketing to your patients—past, present
and future. Internal marketing is perhaps the most powerful marketing tool for the growth of your
practice and the acquisition of new patients. After a few years in practice, your number one new-
patient referral source can be, should be and will be your patients.Consider each of your
patients as walking, talking billboards, spokespersons for your practice, public relations
representatives and builders of relationships with your referring doctors, and watch your practice
grow. The point of internal marketing is this: You want your patients to tell others, with
excitement, love and enthusiasm, about you and your dental practice.The Ps of marketing is
place, product, price and promotion. Seth Godin, author of the landmark marketing book Purple
Cow and the most popular marketing blog @ThisIsSethsBlog, adds to the Ps of marketing
positioning, publicity, packaging, pass-along, permission, and “purple cow.” Within internal
marketing, the power is in unique, personalized promotion, in being a “purple cow,” being unique,
one of a kind, remarkable. This translates directly to your office feeling exceptional and being
memorable.Chapter 1PLACE: YOUR PATIENT EXPERIENCEA smile is the light in your window
that tells others that there is a caring, sharing person inside.–Denis WaitleyWhat feeling does
your office communicate? Does it express cheer, happiness, warmth, fun and excitement? Does
your office make your patients feel well cared for, loved and special?New patients will make a
judgment about your office within the first seven seconds of entering. Visually, the office must be
attractive and appealing, and the actions, words and experiences must convince the patient that
they want to be there. Maintenance of your office environment may be as important as the
doctor’s diagnosis and treatment plan. Here are a few suggestions for patient communication,
both verbal and nonverbal, to create a welcoming and remarkable office environment.1. WE
WILL TAKE GREAT CARE OF YOUIf you are just starting out or want to grow your current dental
practice, focus your marketing efforts on the new patient experience first and clinical procedures
second. “We will take great care of you” is the dental team’s verbal promise and testimonial to
the new patient. Tell your new patients that you will take great care of them.One way you can
show new patients that you will take great care of them is to listen to them. Ask new patients
questions about themselves. Devote time and attention to their responses. Care enough to
listen. You want your new patient to say, “She really listened to me. She really cares.”In addition
to listening, there are other things you can do to make your patients feel and trust that you will
take great care of them. Be genuinely interested in your patients. Remember their name and use
it often. Ask about their family and interests. Make new patients feel important. Smile.If you are a
specialist, praise the general dentist who referred the patient. Tell the patient that their dentist is
the best. Tell the general dentist that you will take great care of their patient. Tell your patients
that you love your office and that you are proud of the excellent dental care that you provide,
your outstanding team, and the fun experience that patients have in your office. Tell and show
your patient through your actions and words that you will take great care of them.Nurses



presently are the most trusted healthcare providers in the United States. When you observed a
nurse bedside, she is most often focused on the needs and comfort of the patient, listening to
them and responding to the patient’s requests. Many top hospitals emphasize a “Patients First”
policy of focusing on the patient above everything else and reassuring them through words and
actions. Just before leaving for the operating room, my husband, a cancer surgeon, makes a
point of reassuring the patient and family by simply saying “We will take great care of you.”Try
telling your patients “We will take great care of you.” The effect of these seven little words is
amazing. 2. PATIENTS: MODELS OF CLINICAL EXCELLENCEYour patients are walking,
talking models of your clinical excellence. Your customer service and patient experience inspire
your patients to talk about you and recommend you to others. This becomes your word-of-mouth
marketing. Turn your patients into goodwill ambassadors of your dental practice. You would like
each of your patients to tell family, friends and members of the community to come to your office
for treatment.Make it a daily habit to ask your patients for referrals. “We’d love to have more
patients just like you. We love new patients! Thank you for referring your family and friends.”
Treating your patients well through clinical excellence, outstanding customer service and a great
patient experience is the most powerful dental marketing tool you’ll ever have. Provide clinical
excellence and treat your patients well and they will be your top referral source.Marketing cannot
overcome poor practice habits. That you are a competent dentist is assumed. Marketing
distinguishes you among a crowded field of well-trained colleagues. Marketing will take you to
the next level.3. PATIENT’S HAPPINESSHonor the patient’s happiness within your office and
during treatment. In an orthodontic office, for example, don’t remove the appliances or complete
treatment until your patient is 100% satisfied with the treatment outcome. In this effort, I
recommend using a Braces Removal Request Form, which states “I am happy with my
orthodontic result and I am requesting removal of my braces.” Not only will you document that
the patient is happy with their orthodontic treatment results, but this will serve as a reference
years from now should the patient not wear their retainers and state that they were not happy at
the time the braces were removed.Honor patient satisfaction. Guarantee satisfaction and the
quality of your dental treatment, and redo all treatment at no charge should there be any
difficulty. This will be time and money well spent in the growth of your good reputation and your
practice.4. OFFICE TOURJust as you would welcome a new friend to your home, you will want
to welcome the new patient to your practice. This includes a welcome and guidance of the new
patient through your office environment. Our office tour has nine steps:• Warm welcome (#5)•
Refreshments, movie, magazines (#8, 9)• Wonderful team “Wall of Fame” (#11)• Exceptional
doctor “Wall of Fame” (#12)• Patient “Walls of Fame” (#13)• Digital X-rays (#14)• Brushing
stations, whitening (#15)• Seating for family and friends (#18)• “We will take great care of
you.” (#1)The office tour takes training and practice. Every team member in your office, including
the doctor, should be able to give the office tour with enthusiasm.5. WARM WELCOMEAs soon
as the new patient and their family arrive at your office, you can politely acknowledge them with
a warm welcome. In daily preparation for this to occur, have the new-patient exam times and



names posted at the station of the front office greeter. The office greeter is usually seated
closest to the entrance. This advance preparation will ensure that the greeting is planned and
will occur. New patients are best welcomed by name by an assigned team member, who will
stand to greet the new patient and their family. The office greeter can then offer coffee or
refreshments, ask what movie the new patient would like to watch or what magazine they would
like to read, and give the office tour. During the office tour, a warm welcome should be given by
all team members when they see the new patient and their family. During the office tour, team
members will smile, take time to say hello and welcome the new patient to the office.6.
WELCOME FOLDERThe most important aspect of the welcome folder is that it says “Welcome!”
The welcome folder is a beautiful assortment of materials, which the new patient may read when
they are initially seated in your office before their appointment begins. The quality of the folder
reflects the quality of your office. It includes useful information about treatment, a brochure
describing the office, information about the doctor’s credentials, an invitation to the next patient
appreciation party, as well as a list of features about what makes the doctor and office staff
special. The office greeter can have all welcome folders for the day prepared at the front desk
before new patients arrive. As the greeter stands and greets the new patient, she can hand the
new patient the welcome folder.7. OFFICE BROCHURESWithin the welcome folder is the office
brochure. The office brochure cover displays a color photo of treated patients and answers the
question, “What’s in it for me?” The office brochure also contains photos of the team, the doctor,
the doctor’s family, and the office. It lists pertinent information about the doctor’s experience,
training, skills and offerings in order to build credibility. Within the brochure, the core values of
the office can also be listed.Office brochures are critical for patient education, community public
relations, referring doctor information and patient referral. The office should never be without a
full supply of office brochures. Such color brochures produced in a quantity of one thousand can
cost less than one dollar per unit.8. REFRESHMENTSWho doesn’t love coffee? Welcome
refreshments will instantly make your office a pleasant place to visit. A fresh cup of coffee, tea or
hot chocolate will give patients an immediate feeling of comfort, like a tiny little vacation every
time they come into your office. I highly recommend the Keurig® beverage maker, which brews
fresh beverages within for individualized cups. The Keurig® machine system gives your patients
the choice of coffee, tea or hot chocolate. Bottled waters and juices may also be served in the
refreshment area. Cookies, muffins, cupcakes or other snacks can also be served.If you are
located in a professional building, a refreshment area will welcome referring doctors and their
team members to your office for an occasional break. We have a tradition at Gorczyca
Orthodontics of “Serving up the Café Mocha” and refreshments during the last day and hour of
our work week. This is a nice way to end the day and say “Thank You” to our patient families.
Whipped cream is sure to put a smile on everyone’s face.9. MOVIES AND GAMESKids love
funny movies. By playing the most popular new feature in your reception room, any time waiting
for appointments will pass quickly and unnoticed. Patients and parents will be engaged,
entertained, and relaxed, rather than gathering at the front desk, talking loudly and focusing on



the time. Those in the reception area will be engrossed in the cool new movie and your reception
room will be a calm, inviting, quiet and happy place.Video games also are entertaining for young
siblings and children who may accompany a brother, sister or parent for their appointment. Both
movies and video games will make your office fun and will make kids look forward to returning to
your reception room. These children will tell their family and friends about the cool games and
movies in your dental office and the great time they had there. Parents of patients often tell me
about the cool games and movies they still remember about their orthodontist’s office when they
were a kid.10. MAGAZINESIt is important to have a variety of great magazines in your office,
tailored for children, teens, women and men. Men read magazines, too, and often fathers will
bring their children for their appointments. Cycling and Sports Illustrated are fantastic magazines
for men. Women may enjoy beautiful magazines such as Martha Stewart or Oprah. Kids enjoy
Teen Beat and Seventeen magazines. And everyone enjoys looking at People magazine, which
is the most popular—you can tell by the migration of this magazine in the hands of patients from
the reception room to the treatment area.Magazines can be straightened periodically during the
day, at lunchtime, and at the end of the day to keep the magazine area looking clean and
organized. Magazines also can be refreshed at a minimum of once per month to reflect that your
dental office stays current, pays attention to detail, and cares about patient comfort and
interests.Pay close attention to the articles in your magazines and especially those listed on the
cover. Be sure to have G-rated magazines with positive, beautiful content. Your magazine area
and these publications you choose will be making a first impression on new patients and their
families.You may want to place an attractive label that describes your practice, website, and
contact information on the front of each magazine. That way, should a magazine “wander” from
your office, it could still perform a “marketing” service in its new location.11. TEAM “WALL OF
FAME”All of your wonderful team members can have their individual photos framed, labeled with
name and job title, and on display in your dental office. This gives the new patient confidence
that these team members have tenure and pride in your dental office and in their work. Individual
team member photos reflect the commitment that each team member has made to the patient,
patient care, the office, the doctor and their team.When describing the Team “Wall of Fame” on
your new-patient office tour, compliment your team, the doctor and individual team members.
You can discuss individual team member’s longevity and total team experience, which added
together may equal over 100 years.12. DOCTOR “WALL OF FAME”The doctor’s diplomas and
distinctions can be displayed in the office in the new exam area where new patients and their
families can easily see them. Important diplomas and distinctions can be pointed out to the new
patient during the office tour. It is nice to include a family photo of the doctor to reflect the
doctor’s personal life. This will help to build trust with new patients and their families. The Doctor
“Wall of Fame” will promote credibility with new patients, giving the message that this doctor is
an accomplished, loving person who will take great care of them.During the training process of
my own team, I discovered that our team members needed to be educated about what makes
their doctor unique and what makes our office remarkable and distinctive. Don’t expect others to



learn it or know it on their own. Explain your most valued accomplishments to them and tell them
what it means to your patients. Tell your team what is extraordinary about you and your dental
services, above and beyond the usual training programs.In my own case, beyond being a
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics, I am proud to have served the ADA in the
writing of the National Board Part II Orthodontic/Pediatric Exam Questions for a five-year period.
I was honored to be the first woman accepted to the Northern California Angle Society of
Orthodontists. Our office is devoted to the treatment of TMD (temporomandibular dysfunction).
The diagnosis and treatment of occlusal disease is an area in which I have completed Advanced
Education in Orthodontics (Roth Course) and received additional training in functional occlusion
and TMD treatment. We also are leading providers in the areas of Invisalign®, orthognathic
surgery, and interdisciplinary treatment. Your team needs to be informed and educated of details
such as these.13. PATIENT “WALLS OF FAME”“A picture speaks a thousand words…” is
reflected on your Patient “Walls of Fame.” This may be the most important marketing feature of
your dental office. Nothing will give your new patients more confidence and trust in your office,
your skill, and your expertise as a dentist than seeing beautiful photos of smiling patients with
excellent treatment results. Without these photos, your treatment is theoretical. The wall photos
bring the theory to vibrant life. In your exam room, throughout the office, or in the X-ray area,
have natural smile photos where new patients can see them and envision themselves with that
same gorgeous new smile. I have actually had parents at an initial exam look at our patient “Wall
of Fame” photos showcasing our great orthodontic results and say, “We want that one!”Chapter
1PLACE: YOUR PATIENT EXPERIENCEA smile is the light in your window that tells others that
there is a caring, sharing person inside.–Denis WaitleyWhat feeling does your office
communicate? Does it express cheer, happiness, warmth, fun and excitement? Does your office
make your patients feel well cared for, loved and special?New patients will make a judgment
about your office within the first seven seconds of entering. Visually, the office must be attractive
and appealing, and the actions, words and experiences must convince the patient that they want
to be there. Maintenance of your office environment may be as important as the doctor’s
diagnosis and treatment plan. Here are a few suggestions for patient communication, both
verbal and nonverbal, to create a welcoming and remarkable office environment.1. WE WILL
TAKE GREAT CARE OF YOUIf you are just starting out or want to grow your current dental
practice, focus your marketing efforts on the new patient experience first and clinical procedures
second. “We will take great care of you” is the dental team’s verbal promise and testimonial to
the new patient. Tell your new patients that you will take great care of them.One way you can
show new patients that you will take great care of them is to listen to them. Ask new patients
questions about themselves. Devote time and attention to their responses. Care enough to
listen. You want your new patient to say, “She really listened to me. She really cares.”In addition
to listening, there are other things you can do to make your patients feel and trust that you will
take great care of them. Be genuinely interested in your patients. Remember their name and use
it often. Ask about their family and interests. Make new patients feel important. Smile.If you are a



specialist, praise the general dentist who referred the patient. Tell the patient that their dentist is
the best. Tell the general dentist that you will take great care of their patient. Tell your patients
that you love your office and that you are proud of the excellent dental care that you provide,
your outstanding team, and the fun experience that patients have in your office. Tell and show
your patient through your actions and words that you will take great care of them.Nurses
presently are the most trusted healthcare providers in the United States. When you observed a
nurse bedside, she is most often focused on the needs and comfort of the patient, listening to
them and responding to the patient’s requests. Many top hospitals emphasize a “Patients First”
policy of focusing on the patient above everything else and reassuring them through words and
actions. Just before leaving for the operating room, my husband, a cancer surgeon, makes a
point of reassuring the patient and family by simply saying “We will take great care of you.”Try
telling your patients “We will take great care of you.” The effect of these seven little words is
amazing. 2. PATIENTS: MODELS OF CLINICAL EXCELLENCEYour patients are walking,
talking models of your clinical excellence. Your customer service and patient experience inspire
your patients to talk about you and recommend you to others. This becomes your word-of-mouth
marketing. Turn your patients into goodwill ambassadors of your dental practice. You would like
each of your patients to tell family, friends and members of the community to come to your office
for treatment.Make it a daily habit to ask your patients for referrals. “We’d love to have more
patients just like you. We love new patients! Thank you for referring your family and friends.”
Treating your patients well through clinical excellence, outstanding customer service and a great
patient experience is the most powerful dental marketing tool you’ll ever have. Provide clinical
excellence and treat your patients well and they will be your top referral source.Marketing cannot
overcome poor practice habits. That you are a competent dentist is assumed. Marketing
distinguishes you among a crowded field of well-trained colleagues. Marketing will take you to
the next level.3. PATIENT’S HAPPINESSHonor the patient’s happiness within your office and
during treatment. In an orthodontic office, for example, don’t remove the appliances or complete
treatment until your patient is 100% satisfied with the treatment outcome. In this effort, I
recommend using a Braces Removal Request Form, which states “I am happy with my
orthodontic result and I am requesting removal of my braces.” Not only will you document that
the patient is happy with their orthodontic treatment results, but this will serve as a reference
years from now should the patient not wear their retainers and state that they were not happy at
the time the braces were removed.Honor patient satisfaction. Guarantee satisfaction and the
quality of your dental treatment, and redo all treatment at no charge should there be any
difficulty. This will be time and money well spent in the growth of your good reputation and your
practice.4. OFFICE TOURJust as you would welcome a new friend to your home, you will want
to welcome the new patient to your practice. This includes a welcome and guidance of the new
patient through your office environment. Our office tour has nine steps:• Warm welcome (#5)•
Refreshments, movie, magazines (#8, 9)• Wonderful team “Wall of Fame” (#11)• Exceptional
doctor “Wall of Fame” (#12)• Patient “Walls of Fame” (#13)• Digital X-rays (#14)• Brushing



stations, whitening (#15)• Seating for family and friends (#18)• “We will take great care of
you.” (#1)The office tour takes training and practice. Every team member in your office, including
the doctor, should be able to give the office tour with enthusiasm.5. WARM WELCOMEAs soon
as the new patient and their family arrive at your office, you can politely acknowledge them with
a warm welcome. In daily preparation for this to occur, have the new-patient exam times and
names posted at the station of the front office greeter. The office greeter is usually seated
closest to the entrance. This advance preparation will ensure that the greeting is planned and
will occur. New patients are best welcomed by name by an assigned team member, who will
stand to greet the new patient and their family. The office greeter can then offer coffee or
refreshments, ask what movie the new patient would like to watch or what magazine they would
like to read, and give the office tour. During the office tour, a warm welcome should be given by
all team members when they see the new patient and their family. During the office tour, team
members will smile, take time to say hello and welcome the new patient to the office.6.
WELCOME FOLDERThe most important aspect of the welcome folder is that it says “Welcome!”
The welcome folder is a beautiful assortment of materials, which the new patient may read when
they are initially seated in your office before their appointment begins. The quality of the folder
reflects the quality of your office. It includes useful information about treatment, a brochure
describing the office, information about the doctor’s credentials, an invitation to the next patient
appreciation party, as well as a list of features about what makes the doctor and office staff
special. The office greeter can have all welcome folders for the day prepared at the front desk
before new patients arrive. As the greeter stands and greets the new patient, she can hand the
new patient the welcome folder.7. OFFICE BROCHURESWithin the welcome folder is the office
brochure. The office brochure cover displays a color photo of treated patients and answers the
question, “What’s in it for me?” The office brochure also contains photos of the team, the doctor,
the doctor’s family, and the office. It lists pertinent information about the doctor’s experience,
training, skills and offerings in order to build credibility. Within the brochure, the core values of
the office can also be listed.Office brochures are critical for patient education, community public
relations, referring doctor information and patient referral. The office should never be without a
full supply of office brochures. Such color brochures produced in a quantity of one thousand can
cost less than one dollar per unit.8. REFRESHMENTSWho doesn’t love coffee? Welcome
refreshments will instantly make your office a pleasant place to visit. A fresh cup of coffee, tea or
hot chocolate will give patients an immediate feeling of comfort, like a tiny little vacation every
time they come into your office. I highly recommend the Keurig® beverage maker, which brews
fresh beverages within for individualized cups. The Keurig® machine system gives your patients
the choice of coffee, tea or hot chocolate. Bottled waters and juices may also be served in the
refreshment area. Cookies, muffins, cupcakes or other snacks can also be served.If you are
located in a professional building, a refreshment area will welcome referring doctors and their
team members to your office for an occasional break. We have a tradition at Gorczyca
Orthodontics of “Serving up the Café Mocha” and refreshments during the last day and hour of



our work week. This is a nice way to end the day and say “Thank You” to our patient families.
Whipped cream is sure to put a smile on everyone’s face.9. MOVIES AND GAMESKids love
funny movies. By playing the most popular new feature in your reception room, any time waiting
for appointments will pass quickly and unnoticed. Patients and parents will be engaged,
entertained, and relaxed, rather than gathering at the front desk, talking loudly and focusing on
the time. Those in the reception area will be engrossed in the cool new movie and your reception
room will be a calm, inviting, quiet and happy place.Video games also are entertaining for young
siblings and children who may accompany a brother, sister or parent for their appointment. Both
movies and video games will make your office fun and will make kids look forward to returning to
your reception room. These children will tell their family and friends about the cool games and
movies in your dental office and the great time they had there. Parents of patients often tell me
about the cool games and movies they still remember about their orthodontist’s office when they
were a kid.10. MAGAZINESIt is important to have a variety of great magazines in your office,
tailored for children, teens, women and men. Men read magazines, too, and often fathers will
bring their children for their appointments. Cycling and Sports Illustrated are fantastic magazines
for men. Women may enjoy beautiful magazines such as Martha Stewart or Oprah. Kids enjoy
Teen Beat and Seventeen magazines. And everyone enjoys looking at People magazine, which
is the most popular—you can tell by the migration of this magazine in the hands of patients from
the reception room to the treatment area.Magazines can be straightened periodically during the
day, at lunchtime, and at the end of the day to keep the magazine area looking clean and
organized. Magazines also can be refreshed at a minimum of once per month to reflect that your
dental office stays current, pays attention to detail, and cares about patient comfort and
interests.Pay close attention to the articles in your magazines and especially those listed on the
cover. Be sure to have G-rated magazines with positive, beautiful content. Your magazine area
and these publications you choose will be making a first impression on new patients and their
families.You may want to place an attractive label that describes your practice, website, and
contact information on the front of each magazine. That way, should a magazine “wander” from
your office, it could still perform a “marketing” service in its new location.11. TEAM “WALL OF
FAME”All of your wonderful team members can have their individual photos framed, labeled with
name and job title, and on display in your dental office. This gives the new patient confidence
that these team members have tenure and pride in your dental office and in their work. Individual
team member photos reflect the commitment that each team member has made to the patient,
patient care, the office, the doctor and their team.When describing the Team “Wall of Fame” on
your new-patient office tour, compliment your team, the doctor and individual team members.
You can discuss individual team member’s longevity and total team experience, which added
together may equal over 100 years.12. DOCTOR “WALL OF FAME”The doctor’s diplomas and
distinctions can be displayed in the office in the new exam area where new patients and their
families can easily see them. Important diplomas and distinctions can be pointed out to the new
patient during the office tour. It is nice to include a family photo of the doctor to reflect the



doctor’s personal life. This will help to build trust with new patients and their families. The Doctor
“Wall of Fame” will promote credibility with new patients, giving the message that this doctor is
an accomplished, loving person who will take great care of them.During the training process of
my own team, I discovered that our team members needed to be educated about what makes
their doctor unique and what makes our office remarkable and distinctive. Don’t expect others to
learn it or know it on their own. Explain your most valued accomplishments to them and tell them
what it means to your patients. Tell your team what is extraordinary about you and your dental
services, above and beyond the usual training programs.In my own case, beyond being a
Diplomate of the American Board of Orthodontics, I am proud to have served the ADA in the
writing of the National Board Part II Orthodontic/Pediatric Exam Questions for a five-year period.
I was honored to be the first woman accepted to the Northern California Angle Society of
Orthodontists. Our office is devoted to the treatment of TMD (temporomandibular dysfunction).
The diagnosis and treatment of occlusal disease is an area in which I have completed Advanced
Education in Orthodontics (Roth Course) and received additional training in functional occlusion
and TMD treatment. We also are leading providers in the areas of Invisalign®, orthognathic
surgery, and interdisciplinary treatment. Your team needs to be informed and educated of details
such as these.13. PATIENT “WALLS OF FAME”“A picture speaks a thousand words…” is
reflected on your Patient “Walls of Fame.” This may be the most important marketing feature of
your dental office. Nothing will give your new patients more confidence and trust in your office,
your skill, and your expertise as a dentist than seeing beautiful photos of smiling patients with
excellent treatment results. Without these photos, your treatment is theoretical. The wall photos
bring the theory to vibrant life. In your exam room, throughout the office, or in the X-ray area,
have natural smile photos where new patients can see them and envision themselves with that
same gorgeous new smile. I have actually had parents at an initial exam look at our patient “Wall
of Fame” photos showcasing our great orthodontic results and say, “We want that one!”
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Anderson, “Great Asset for Any Practice Owner. Important asset for anyone hoping to effectively
market their practice. I found it relevant and creative. Highly recommended!”

domer9, “Great marketing book for orthodontists!. It All Starts with Marketing is a marketing book
written for the orthodontist. Dr. Gorczyca has been a successful orthodontist for more than two
decades and shares many of the secrets of her marketing success in this book.As someone
who makes their living as a Marketer, I really appreciated this book for its simplicity. It is well
organized, but it lays out 201 marketing tips that can benefit any office. I can imagine many
orthodontists reading this book and saying, "Yes, I do this in my practice,but I have forgotten to
do this, this, and this!" Dr. Gorczyca provides the framework and guidance to ensure that each
office is doing what is needed to help grow their practice. There is even a Marketing Calendar
template at the end of the book to help the reader action on what he/she learns when reading
this book.I'd recommend this book to residents and experienced orthodontists alike!”

A.B., “A breath of fresh air. As the owner of a new startup orthodontic practice, I was extremely
happy when I learned that this book was around. It is full of great ideas that I was able to
immediately start using. Also, orthodontists are famous (more like infamous) for being highly
territorial and competitive. In this regard, Dr. Gorczyca is like a breath of fresh air. She is,
unfortunately, one of our few colleagues who genuinely cares about the well being of other
dentists and specialists. She shares her "secret sauce" freely and openly, as she is secure
enough in her own success to not engage in the silly chest puffing and dirty tactics of other
orthodontists. Thank you, Dr. Gorczyca, for writing this excellent book.”

Laura Nelson, “What an amazing resource for dentists and any small business owner. What an
amazing resource for dentists (and honestly any small business looking to grow). Dr. Ann Marie
Gorczyca really breaks down marketing tips in such a way that they are easy to digest and the
index makes it a book that you will be able to reference for years to come. The fact that she is an
active practicing orthodontist makes this book a step above in my mind because she is in the
"field" everyday, living and breathing what she write about.  Highly recommend this book.”

Sheldon Salins, “MUST HAVE Book for any dental professional. A must-have book for any dental
practice. From cover to cover, it is packed with crutial information not obtained at even some of
the best dental schools in the country. Ideas embossed in the pages have helped my practice
grow since reading the books. All of the ideas might not apply to your clientelle and patient
population but even one or two great ideas from this book will help encourage morale and
breathe some life into a stagnant dental practice!”

Jack Hadley, “Dr. Gorczyca "Gets It". I have been doing dental marketing for the past 15 years



and have worked with hundreds of dental practices. Dentists wear MANY hats... And Marketing
Director is typically one of them. The problem is that most dentists don't have a simple, clear
guide for how to handle their marketing. This book IS such a guide. It's practical, actionable,
simple, thorough and doesn't get lost in theory. My recommendation is to focus on 2 or 3 of her
tips each week for a year or so. By doing so, my prediction is that you'll see remarkable results--
and you won't be scratching your head all the time trying to think of new marketing ideas.”

Deana Zost, “A Must Have!. This book is full of great tips and ideas that are not only quick and
easy to implement, but they WORK! It's a fantastic read with readily available resources! Her
energy is noticeable in every page! It's been amazing to see the results we've had. It's a must
read and must have for any practice who is ready to take it up a notch and think about growth
with an emphasis on above and beyond service! I'm so glad it's a part of my marketing tool kit!-
Deana ZostOffice Manager”

C Rudd, “Grow using this book  . A great book! Highly recommend!!! to you Dr. Ann Marie
Gorczyca”

Frederick, “Another excellent book by my dear colleague Gorczyca!. This book embodies every
single aspect of dental marketing. It’s full of practical examples instead of just theorize!It covers
from staff,to referrals,to internal and external marketing,your practice marketing...a must have!”

AGM, “Four Stars. The book is good but a lot of the suggestions are common sense.”

Shaz, “Five Stars. Great, easy to ready book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 53 people have provided feedback.

Part One INTERNAL MARKETING Chapter 1 PLACE: YOUR PATIENT EXPERIENCE Chapter
2 PRODUCT: THINGS PATIENTS LOVE Chapter 3 PRICE: “I CAN AFFORD DENTAL CARE”
Chapter 4 PROMOTION: THE PATIENTS, THE TEAM, THE DOCTOR Part Two EXTERNAL
MARKETING: PUBLIC RELATIONS Chapter 5 ANY TIME, ANY PLACE Chapter 6 BRAND
Chapter 7 COMMUNICATION Chapter 8 DISCOVERY Chapter 9 EXPERIENCE Part Three
RELATIONSHIPS Chapter 10 EDUCATE Chapter 11 COMMUNICATE Chapter 12
PARTICIPATE Chapter 13 GIVE Chapter 14 PRODUCE
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